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ABSTRACT
This work describes a framework for multi-robot problems that require or utilize interactions
between robots. Solutions consider interactions on a motion planning level to determine the feasi-
bility and cost of the multi-robot team solution. Modeling these problems with current integrated
task and motion planning (TMP) approaches typically requires reasoning about the possible inter-
actions and checking many of the possible robot combinations when searching for a solution.
We present a multi-robot planning method called Interaction Templates (ITs) which moves cer-
tain types of robot interactions from the task planner to the motion planner. ITs model interactions
between a set of robots with a small roadmap. This roadmap is then tiled into the environment
and connected to the robots’ individual roadmaps. The resulting combined roadmap allows inter-
actions to be considered by the motion planner. We apply ITs to homogeneous and heterogeneous
robot teams under both required and optional cooperation scenarios which previously required a
task planning method. We show improved performance over a current TMP planning approach.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Multi-robot systems (MRS) often provide significant advantages over utilizing a single robot.
Heterogeneous systems have the ability to perform tasks requiring different hardware, and ho-
mogeneous systems can increase throughput by executing tasks in parallel. However, detailed
planning must be conducted for the system to sufficiently utilize each robot. 1
One important factor of multi-robot planning is the interaction of robots for task hand-off, or
the passing of a task from one robot to another. This can occur because a specific task either
requires multiple disjoint robot types or can be executed more efficiently with multiple robots of
the same capability. For instance, a payload transport problem involves moving a payload from
some source to a destination, such as a team of trucks transporting boxes from a shipping center
to a series of destinations. The trucks cannot load or unload the boxes themselves, so some other
actor (e.g., a manipulator arm) will be needed for loading and unloading. A payload transport
problem defines a set of motion tasks that move each box from a start (the shipping center) to a
goal while requiring interactions for both loading and unloading.
The current state-of-the-art solution for problems with robot interactions is to employ some
form of task and motion planning (TMP) to reason about which robots should conduct the inter-
action [2, 3, 4]. This can potentially involve a large number of motion feasibility tests as various
combinations of robots are tried for satisfying a task. In a payload transport problem, a TMP
method would have to determine which manipulator picks up the box, which truck receives the
payload, that the robots should interact, where the truck delivers the box, etc.. Another approach
assumes that the interaction(s) can be specified in terms of time-parameterized inter-robot dis-
tances [5]. This requires knowing when each interaction should occur in advance.
In this work, we present Interaction Templates (ITs) for modeling multi-robot motion planning
problems with interactions. ITs are small roadmaps that define the interaction between two or more
robots in an isolated setting. They are generated with standard motion planning algorithms as a
1Part of this section is reprinted with permission from, [1].
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pre-processing step and are subsequently tiled into the robots’ individual roadmaps at appropriate
locations to encode potential interactions. The ITs are then connected to form a combined roadmap
that encodes possible paths for the robot team which satisfy the motion task.
ITs allow the roadmaps for potentially complex interactions to be computed once and reused
for each occurrence. In a payload transport problem, single roadmaps for loading and unloading
the payload can be used for every terminal at the shipping centers and destination terminals, re-
spectively. This framework moves the responsibility for interaction planning from the ‘task’ layer
to the ‘motion’ layer and allows interaction planning without a task layer.
Discrete planning work has investigated these types of problems [6]. However, these meth-
ods assume a state graph exists to model the transition from one robot type to another. ITs can
be viewed as a method for constructing a state graph that describes the entire MRS in a discrete-
planning fashion. To our knowledge, this has not been done in a way that incorporates the interac-
tions between robots.
We demonstrate the method on different simulated problems spanning required and optional
cooperation scenarios with either a heterogeneous teams of mobile robots or a homogeneous team
of manipulators. We show improved performance over FFRob [2], a current TMP method.
1.1 Contributions
1. A method for solving multi-robot motion tasks utilizing inter-robot interactions
2. Automatic placement methods for ITs.
(a) A method to find interaction locations along disjoint workspaces boundaries.
(b) A method to find interaction locations inside of overlapping workspaces.
Some of the results in this work have been accepted for publication in Robotics and Automation
Letters (RA-L) [1] and are used with permission. This paper presented the general framework for
our method. This work also included verification and comparison to other existing methods. These
items are c© 2019 IEEE. Note that some excerpts from that work have been used in this thesis
verbatim.
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1.2 Outline
This thesis will first highlight related work, in motion planning, task planning, and their inte-
gration as well as multi-robot systems. Next the IT method will be presented, providing details of
the approach and the algorithms developed to support it. Then a theoretical analysis of the method
will be discussed identifying the theoretical improvement over existing TMP methods. Finally,
results and the overall outcomes of this research will be discussed.
3
2. RELATED WORK
This chapter discusses work that has been done by others related to the field of motion planning,
task planning, and their integration as well as multi-robot systems. Broadly speaking, this includes
sampling based motion planning, various components of task planning, different approaches to
their integration as well as the FFRob method in addition to different approaches to planning for
multi-robot systems. 1
2.1 Motion Planning
A configuration is a complete specification of a robot’s degrees of freedom (DOFs). Each DOF
corresponds to a robot parameter (e.g., position, orientation, joint angles, etc.). The set of all pos-
sible configurations is called the configuration space (Cspace) [7]. The validity of a configuration
can be determined relatively efficiently by performing a collision check with the obstacles and
other robots in the workspace, which is the physical 3-d world in which the robots operate. If the
configuration is valid (i.e., collision-free), then it belongs in the subset of Cspace called free space
(Cfree). Otherwise it is part of the obstacle space (Cobst).
The problem of motion planning is finding a continuous path through Cfree from some start
configuration to some goal configuration. The start and goal pair define a query. Multi-robot
motion planning specifies a start and goal configuration for each robot, and additionally requires
that the robots do not collide.
In response to the complexity of motion planning [8], sampling based methods have been
found to be an efficient way to discover valid paths in Cfree. Sampling-based planners, such as
the various Probabilistic Roadmap Methods [9], attempt to construct a roadmap, or a graph that is
an approximate model of Cfree. These methods work by sampling Cspace for valid configurations
and adding valid configurations as nodes in the roadmap. Valid transitions between configurations
are represented as edges in the roadmap. A path between configurations can thus be extracted by
1Part of this section is reprinted with permission from, [1].
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searching the roadmap with a shortest-path search.
2.2 Task Planning
Task planning requires computing subsequent actions that transition a robot from an initial
state to a desired goal state. When considering a MRS, task planning is often comprised of task
decomposition and task allocation [11]. In this model, the decomposition creates subtasks that can
be executed by one robot in order to simplify the task allocation process.
2.2.1 Task decomposition
Task decomposition breaks down an abstract task into subtasks based on factors like environ-
ment and robot-types [12]. Each subtask is executable by a single robot and defines the require-
ments of individual robots to achieve the complete task. One approach is to use a centralized
coordinator to decompose a task into subtasks [13, 14, 15]. Our IT method employs this strategy.
2.2.2 Task Allocation
Task allocation assigns a set of tasks to a set of robots such that all tasks can be performed. Each
task needs to be completed for the problem to be solved. Each task is assigned to only one robot,
assuming each robot is capable of completing the assigned task (although it is possible that two or
more tasks correspond to a coordinated action). Task assignment additionally attempts to minimize
the cost of assigning tasks to robots as well as the utility cost of carrying out the tasks [11].
The most commonly utilized method for task allocation is the auction system [16, 17, 18],
which we employ in this work. Our system utilizes a centralized coordinator as auctioneer.
2.3 Integrated Task and Motion Planning
General task planners deal with discrete sets of actions and cannot reason about geometric
motions. Motion planners have no inherent semantics needed to define a higher-level notion of a
task. The integration of task and motion planning provides a complementary solution to complex
problems that can exist within a MRS. It integrates the high-level decisions of task planning with
the low-level geometric constraints of motion planning [19, 20].
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Studies on this integration can be split into two groups: integration done at search level and
integration done at representation level [3]. There are several methods that utilize a forward-search
task planner to build the task plan while checking feasibility with a motion planner at each step
[21, 22, 23, 24, 25, 2]. This allows the task planner to focus the motion plan search process.
Meanwhile, with integration at the representational level, methods such as [26, 27, 28, 4] use
external motion planners to check the feasibility of primitive actions by finding trajectories for the
actions. When an action is found not feasible, it is common to replan with this knowledge. Not
all methods with representational integration have the same extent of integration. Some conduct
all feasibility checks in this manner [26, 27] while others only conduct some of their feasibility
checks with the integration [28, 4].
In this work, we compare our IT method with FFRob [2], a method with search level integra-
tion. FFRob searches the state space with a Fast Forward planner to find helpful actions for the
next step in the action sequence. The resulting states are then evaluated with the same heuristic
and the highest scoring action is chosen to move forward. This process is repeated iteratively until
the goal state is reached. FFRob constructs a roadmap for the robot to enable validation of actions
considered in the forward search that the authors refer to as a reachability graph. We adapt this
concept to the multi-robot problem considered in this paper.
2.4 Group Coordination
There are two commonly used methods for multi-robot group coordination: centralized and
decentralized coordination. Centralized coordination requires all team members to communicate
with a centralized coordinator, which then assigns tasks to members of the team. Decentralized co-
ordination requires team members to use distributed algorithms to coordinate amongst themselves.
In our method, centralized coordination is only necessary for the task planning portion. The task
allocation can be implemented with either approach.
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2.4.1 Centralized Coordination
Centralized coordination provides the advantage of a single agent being able to plan utilizing
a global awareness of the system and is often reliable [29]. The utilization of a centralized group
controller is similar to the purpose it has in [13], where a central task planning and allocation
system takes advantage of a global view of the problem and environment. The obvious downside of
a centralized coordination is the necessity for constant, reliable communication channels between
the coordinator and the group members.
2.4.2 Decentralized Coordination
Decentralized methods, such as [30, 29], are more responsive to uncertainty. Robots are able to
modify their response as they further explore their environment and failure of a single robot does
not necessarily compromise the integrity of the system.
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3. PROBLEM STATEMENT
Given a homogeneous or heterogeneous team of robots R = R1 ∪ R2 ∪ ... ∪ RK , where Ri
is the set of robots of type i, and a set of possible interactions I , we wish to solve a problem
comprised of motion tasks M . A motion task m ∈ M consists of moving one or more objects
(which may be passive objects, robots, or intangibles such as information) between locations in
some environment. The start and goal state s0, sg describe the required transitions of these objects.
A successful team plan is comprised of individual robot motions that move the system between s0
and sg, possibly using interactions Iij ∈ I between robots of type i and j. 1
The interactions considered in this paper model the handing over of a task. This enables the
system to pass the task from one robot r1 ∈ Ri to another r2 ∈ Rj . These interactions could
be a manipulator loading/unloading boxes from a truck. A solution for each m ∈ M needs to
consider the cost of the elements of I and utilize them whenever necessary (i.e. loading/unloading
the boxes) or beneficial for execution utility (i.e. using multiple trucks in a relay).
3.1 Required Cooperation
As described by [6, 31], there exist some problems that require cooperation or coordination
amongst the robots in the system. Formally, any problem that is solvable by multiple robots but
not by one is considered to be a required cooperation problem. These problems cannot be solved
without using at least one element in I .
3.2 Optional Cooperation
There exist problems that require only a single robot to execute but can also be performed by
multiple robots. These are optional cooperation problems and can be solved without using any
elements in I .
In either setting, there are often numerous choices for which robots should interact and where
the interaction should occur. The value of these choices can be quantified by a utility function
1Part of this section is reprinted with permission from, [1].
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that defines the quality of a task solution based on some desired metric (e.g., energy consump-
tion, shortest time, personal reward, etc.). An ideal multi-robot planning system would employ
cooperation whenever doing so improves the value of the defined utility function.
The state-of-the-art solution to this problem requires the use of an integrated TMP method that
decomposes the task into individual robot movements which require motion plans and interactions
between robots. In this paper, we present an alternative method that solves this problem using
PRM methods with no explicit task layer.
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4. INTERACTION TEMPLATE METHOD
An Interaction Template (IT) models a possible interaction between a pair of robots. It is
composed of a pair of small roadmaps which are built up around a specific pair of configurations
that define the relative position of an interaction. These configurations are connected with an
interaction edge, which represents a possible task flow instead of a robot state change (Fig. 4.1a).
This can be the physical passing of an object, or the symbolic passing of a role, or any other
distinctions that can constitute a task. In a payload transport problem, this could represent the
loading/unloading of a box as the ‘task’ would pass from the manipulator to the truck or vice
versa. 1
(a) Interaction Template (b) IT Tiling
(c) Combined Roadmap and
Extracted Task Plan
Figure 4.1: Construction and querying of a combined roadmap in an example problem where a
payload must be taken across a river by two trucks and a boat. (a) Construction of an interaction
template with a purple connecting edge between the maps for each robot. (b) Tiling of the interac-
tion template into the environment at dock locations. The task start and goal are shown in yellow
and red, respectively. (c) The combined roadmap including the ITs and task start and goal. The ex-
tracted task plan in orange, which spans configurations of three robots. Reprinted with permission
from, [1].
These templates are generated in a vacuum and must be transformed into locations in the en-
1This chapter contains previously published material from [1].
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vironment where interactions have the potential to be useful (Fig. 4.1b). In the payload transport
problem, they could be placed at the loading docks. A method is presented later for determining
possible locations for interactions between robots with both overlapping and disjoint workspaces
(Alg. 2, Alg. 3).
Robot-type refers to a subset of homogeneous robots in a MRS. We define robot-type roadmap
as a roadmap connecting all the ITs of the same robot-type.
The IT method aims to employ interactions in required and optional cooperation problems by
solving a motion planning problem. This is done by generating a combined roadmap composed of
all robot-type roadmaps connected via interaction edges in ITs. The combined roadmap contains
roadmaps for each of the robot-types in the MRS and edges representing a way for the task flow to
move between robot-type roadmaps via an interaction (Fig. 4.1c).
The problems can then be solved by performing a motion planning query across the combined
roadmap. This provides an advantage over TMP methods that must consider the action space as
the combined roadmap scales linearly with the number of robot types, however, the action space
increases at a rate of |R|2 as the number of robots increase.
The path generated across the combined roadmap represents the task flow for the MRS in-
cluding necessary robot motions and interactions (orange path in Fig. 4.1c). Any time the path
crosses between robot-type roadmaps by traversing an interaction edge, an interaction between
robot-types must occur. The path can also traverse an interaction edge between configurations of
the same robot-type modeling an interaction between homogeneous robots.
4.1 Interaction Template Construction
ITs model task hand-off interactions for a pair of robots. The initial step of the method is to
build the ITs (Alg. 1). These handoff interactions consist of passing of a task between robots.
An IT is defined as a set of small roadmaps, one for each robot involved in an interaction that
encodes the relative motions needed to execute the interaction. These roadmaps are constructed
via a motion plan between an arbitrary start and its interaction goal while avoiding contact with
the other robots at their respective goals. This is computed with any graph-based motion planner
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Algorithm 1 Create an interaction template T from set of robot, query pairs Q
1: procedure CREATEINTERACTIONTEMPLATES(Set of robot-types A, query pairs Q, interac-
tion cost W , graph-based motion planner P )
2: create blank interaction template T
3: for all robot-type, query pair (ai, qi) ∈ Q do
4: for all robot-type, query pair (aj, qj) ∈ Q do
5: if i = j then
6: continue
7: end if
8: Configure aj at qj .goal
9: end for
10: ri, fi ←Solve motion plan for qi for ai with P
11: T.append(ri, fi)
12: end for
13: for all fi ∈ T do
14: for all fj ∈ T , j > i do
15: Add edge in T with weight W , between fi and fj
16: end for
17: end for
18: return T
19: end procedure
On line 8, ri is the solution roadmap and fi is the final configuration of the path found.
(such as PRM or its derivatives) in an empty (obstacle-free) environment.
The goal configurations in the roadmaps are connected with an edge modeling the cost of the
hand-off (Fig. 4.1a). The weight of this interaction edge represents the cost of performing the
interaction relative the metric used for the roadmaps (e.g. distance, energy, etc.). This is set by
the user and can be used to bias the system towards utilizing an interaction if the cost of traversing
the edge is less than a robot state transition between the configurations would be. Rather than a
direct value, the weight represents the desired cost relative a normal robot state transition. In our
implementation, the metric is time, and we set this cost to 0 to bias the system into performing
interactions.
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Algorithm 2 For disjoint workspaces discretize the boundary into segments and attempts to place
the IT on each segment.
1: procedure FINDITLOCATIONS(IT i, Boundary b1, Boundary b2, Granularity g, Sampling At-
tempts N )
2: Set of location transformations L←
3: b←MINPERIMETER(b1, b2)
4: segments← discretize b into g segments
5: for all s ∈ segments do
6: for k ← 0 to N do
7: Transformation t
8: t.translation← random point p ∈ s
9: set t.rotation so that i’s interaction edge is orthogonal to s with each robot on the
correct side
10: if ISVALID(i, t) then
11: L← L ∪ t
12: break
13: end if
14: end for
15: end for
16: return L
17: end procedure
4.2 Interaction Template Transformation
There are two scenarios to consider when finding possible locations for interactions between
robots: disjoint and overlapping workspaces. Here we present a method for both.
4.2.1 Disjoint Workspaces
One condition that can make the interaction of robots necessary for a MRS is the need to
traverse disjoint workspaces (i.e., to move through regions of workspace that are not accessible to
all of the robots). Placing an IT at the border of disjoint workspaces allows the task flow to cross
such boundaries.
Disjoint workspaces for two robots implies that the configurations attached to the interaction
edge must lie in their separate, corresponding workspaces. In order to simplify the search space
for an IT location, the boundary of one of the workspaces in question is discretized (Alg. 2). A
randomly sampled point along each discritized segment is checked for IT placement by validating
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the interaction configurations on either side of the border. The number of segments and sampling
attempts are parameters set by the user.
4.2.2 Overlapping Workspaces
Placing an IT in the overlapping workspace of robots in the MRS allows the IT planning method
to identify useful interactions such as an optional hand-off between two robots of the same type or
exchanges between different capabilities of robots (e.g. a manipulator unloading a truck). Regions
of workspace where the obstacle topology is changing are often useful locations for interactions.
Placing templates here enables the leveraging of potential interactions near significant workspace
features.
These regions can be identified with a topological skeleton of the workspace, such as a medial
axis [32]. The edges of this structure represent continuous regions of workspace, while the vertices
represent junctions of such continuous regions. The skeleton vertices are thus reasonable positions
for template placement (Alg. 3). We align the interaction edge so that it is roughly parallel to a
pair of incident edges, which allows the flow to naturally follow the topology of free space. An
additional optimization is to prune the skeleton relative to the task start and goal as described
in [33].
After discovering possible interaction locations, we tile the ITs into the environment by trans-
forming the IT roadmaps to each desired location (Fig. 4.1b), similar to the method in [34]. The
IT roadmaps are thus computed only once per interaction and reused as many times as needed.
Lazy validation is performed on each IT roadmap.
4.3 Construct Robot Type and Combined Roadmaps
The method constructs an initial robot-type roadmap for each robot-type in the MRS. These
roadmaps connect all of the transformed IT roadmaps for the given robot-type. They are con-
structed via a coordinator agent, which employs a PRM algorithm to connect the IT roadmaps for
each robot-type (Alg. 4). These are distributed to all of the robots of the corresponding robot-type
which use them as initial solutions to generate their individual paths.
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Algorithm 3 For overlapping workspaces, ITs are placed on skeleton nodes, denoting changes in
the workspace topology.
1: procedure FINDITLOCATIONS(IT i, Boundary b1, Boundary b2, State start, State goal)
2: Set of location transformations L←
3: b← b1 ∩ b2 . Find the overlapping workspace.
4: S ← SKELETONIZE(b) . Create a skeleton.
5: PRUNE(s, start, goal)
6: for all vertex v ∈ S do
7: Transformation t
8: t.translation← v
9: set t.rotation so that the interaction edge is roughly parallel to a pair of incident edges
of v
10: if ISVALID(i, t) then
11: L← L ∪ t
12: end if
13: end for
14: return L
15: end procedure
The combined roadmap is an aggregate roadmap representing the entire MRS. It is composed
of the transformed ITs and the robot-type roadmaps. The interaction edges in each IT connect the
robot-type roadmaps to each other forming one combined roadmap for the system (Fig. 4.1c). The
combined roadmap is implicitly constructed with the transformation of the ITs and the construction
of the robot-type roadmaps. With the ITs providing locations for possible interactions, solving a
motion planning task across the combined roadmap provides a way to evaluate robot interactions
by only searching the roadmap without a task planning layer.
4.4 Task Planning
A motion satisfying the task presented to the MRS can be extracted by searching the combined
roadmap. Start and goal nodes for the task are added to the combined roadmap at the relevant
locations. Configurations are then sampled for each applicable robot type which can occupy these
locations and added to their respective robot-type roadmaps. These robot start and end configu-
rations are connected to the abstract task start and end nodes by zero weight edges. This enables
a single motion plan query of the combined roadmap between the task start and end node, which
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Algorithm 4 Create the robot-type roadmaps from set of transformed ITs I
1: procedure CREATEROBOTTYPEROADMAPS(Set of transformed ITs I , set of robot-types A,
lazy graph-based motion planner L, task start and goal S, G)
2: Set of robot-type Roadmaps R←
3: for all robot-type i ∈ A do
4: initialize robot-type roadmap ri
5: for all t1 ∈ Iij do
6: plan for ri from t1 to S with L
7: for all t2 ∈ Iji do
8: plan for ri from t1 to t2 with L
9: end for
10: for all t2 ∈ Iji do
11: plan for ri from t2 to G with L
12: end for
13: end for
14: R.append(ri)
15: end for
16: return R
17: end procedure
naturally encodes the needed robot types at each step.
The plan from the task start and end models its flow through the environment and across the
robot-types (Fig.4.1c). This plan amounts to a set of subtasks for the MRS.
4.5 Subtask Assignment
The configurations along the combined roadmap path indicate which robot-type is performing
the task at that particular step. Task decomposition occurs at the points along the path where an
interaction edge is taken indicating the task has been passed off to another robot via an interaction.
As the entire task flow is planned across valid roadmaps, no invalid subtask will be generated.
The resulting subtasks are ordered by time priority and assigned using a task assignment al-
gorithm. Many task assignment algorithms can be chosen. An auction system was used in our
implementation. Each subtask is auctioned off to the robot of the specified type that can start the
subtask.
The auction can be easily distributed, and while the rest of the approach utilizes a central
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coordinator, this can be relaxed by delegating the creation of the robot-type roadmaps to robots of
the corresponding type, and selecting a leader to generate the task plan and split it into subtasks.
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5. THEORETIC ANALYSIS
The theoretical analysis of the IT method can be divide into the pre-processing stage and the
planning stage. The set T denotes the set of all templates where Tij is a template for an interaction
between robots of type i and type j (Fig. 4.1a). We will use s to denote the cost of a simple motion
plan in a small completely obstacle free environment and p to denote a nontrivial motion plan in
all other scenarios. 1
5.1 Pre-Processing
This first stage consists of constructing the templates, finding interaction locations, and robot-
type roadmap construction. Each template is generated in a small obstacle free environment by
computing two motion plans to generate both the roadmap and a path x representing the interaction
sequence for both robots. The cost is O(s) for every Tij ∈ T .
The set of all workspace regions is W , where Wi is the set of regions for robot-type i as each
robot-type may have several regions. In Fig. 4.1b, Wtruck consists of two regions, one on either
side of the river. Interactions can take place across disjoint workspaces or within overlapping
workspaces. The subset Tdis ⊆ T denotes all templates that can occur across disjoint workspaces
(e.g. a land and water robot interacting along the shoreline or a dock), and Tover ⊆ T denotes all
templates that can occur within overlapping workspaces (e.g. a manipulator loading a truck).
5.1.1 Disjoint Workspaces
Finding interaction locations in disjoint workspace consists of examining the border of every
pair of disjoint workspace regions from the sets Wi, Wj for each Tij ∈ Tdis. This border is
discretized with a granularity g such that it consists of g segments. In Fig. 4.1b, the border of the
river (i.e. the border between the disjoint land and water workspaces) has a granularity of g = 2,
so that each side of the river becomes a segment, and one template is placed on either side.
Validating an interaction location requires transforming the template to the possible location
1Part of this section is reprinted with permission from, [1].
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and performing collision checks along each path x representing the interaction sequences for the
robots involved. As this cost can vary depending on the robots and the path length, we will denote
the cost of collision checking a path c(x). Thus the cost of validating an interaction location is
O(c(x)). The total cost for finding disjoint interaction locations is:
O(c(x)g
∑
Tij∈Tdis
|Wi||Wj|) (5.1)
5.1.2 Overlapping Workspaces
Finding interaction locations for overlapping workspaces requires intersecting pairs of workspace
regions from the sets Wi, Wj for each Tij ∈ Tover. We denote the cost of computing one of these
intersections with n. The intersecting region is then skeletonized to create skel with a given skele-
tonization method of cost k. For each edge e ∈ skel if the length is greater than some threshold we
insert new vertices along the edge such that no edge has a length longer than the threshold. This
results in a total number of vertices:
|V | = |V ∈ skel|+
∑
e∈skel
b e.length
threshold
c (5.2)
Each v ∈ skel is validated as an interaction location resulting in a cost of finding the overlapping
workspace instances of:
O((c(x)|V |+ k + n)
∑
Tij∈Tover
|Wi||Wj|) (5.3)
The set of instances of ITs is denoted I where Iij is a an instance of a template Tij . The templates
in Fig. 4.1b are instances of the template in Fig. 4.1a. The interaction placement methods produce
the set of disjoint instances Idisj and the set of overlapping instances Iover respectively.
To construct each robot-type i roadmap, each IT instance Iji is connected to every instance
Iij . These connections are made by performing a motion plan and expanding the roadmap. The
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cost of these nontrivial motion plans is denoted p as previously mentioned. The cost of connecting
these instances for all robot types then is O(p∑i∑j |Iji||Iij|). An attempt is made to connect
the task start and the task goal to all instances Iij and Iji respectively with costs O(p
∑
i |Iij|) and
O(p∑i |Iji|). This results in a total cost for constructing the combined roadmap of:
O(p
∑
i
∑
j
|Iji||Iij|) (5.4)
5.2 Plan Extraction
The planning stage consists of querying the combined roadmap, decomposing the discov-
ered path, and assigning the subtasks to the individual robots. Let V be the set of vertices
in the combined roadmap and E be the set of edges. A task plan via a Dijkstra search takes
O(|E|+ |V |log|V |).
Let the length of the path generated be L. The task decomposition is a scan over the path to
detect when it crosses over an IT and splitting it up into subtasks at these points. The cost of the
scan is the length of the path O(L).
Each of these subtasks has a robot-type i and is auctioned off amongst members of Ri. Let
the set of subtasks for each robot-type be Ui. Each bid consists of a query over a robot-type
roadmap for the subtask with cost denoted by q. The total cost of the auction process then is
O(q∑i |Ui||Ri|).
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6. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
We demonstrate the method for required and optional cooperation payload transport problems
with 30 runs each. We employ our IT method and the TMP method FFRob to evaluate the per-
formance. Both require an initial roadmap to approximate Cfree for the MRS to evaluate feasible
movements. In our IT method, this is referred to as the combined roadmap and in FFRob as the
reachability graph. In this problem, these are equivalent and thus the preprocessing cost for both
methods is the same. 1
We provide FFRob with three actions to choose from: Move(robot, start, end), StartTask(robot,
task, location), and Interact(robot1, robot2, location). These actions were available to all
robots in the team and considered for a set of locations comprised of the robot starting positions,
the IT locations, and the task start and goal location.
Both methods are given the transformed ITs and robot-type roadmaps. This allows FFRob to
check the conditions for any action requiring a motion with only a graph search, and provides both
methods the same knowledge about the connectivity of the workspace and possible interaction
locations. We use time as the evaluation metric for both methods.
For many of the experiments we create heterogeneous robot types by splitting the robots into
designated teams of ‘boat robots’ and ‘truck robots.’ The boat robots are capable of moving
across regions of the environment consisting of water. The truck robots are capable of moving
across land regions. These regions are represented by geometric boundaries and denote the dis-
joint workspaces. The border of these boundaries represents a shoreline in these experiments, and
an IT along this boundary represents the passing of the task between a land robot and a water robot.
1Part of this section is reprinted with permission from, [1].
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6.1 Required Cooperation
6.1.1 Manipulator Relay
In this experiment three simulated fixed base Kuka YouBots are arranged in a row. One manip-
ulator can reach only the start, and another manipulator can reach only the goal. These two cannot
reach each other, so an additional manipulator is placed in between them. The task is to move an
object from the start on one side of the manipulator relay to the goal on the other side constituting
a homogeneous required cooperation payload transport problem. Our IT method and FFRob find
identical plans as there is only one solution: the first manipulator starts the task, passes the object
over to the middle manipulator which passes the object on to the final manipulator (Fig. 6.1).
(a) Start Position (b) First Interaction
(c) Second Interaction (d) Final Position
Figure 6.1: The fixed base Kuka YouBots form a relay line to pass the payload from the right to the
left. a) Only the right most manipulator can reach the start. b) The first interaction occurs between
the rightmost and middle manipulators to pass the payload along the relay. c) The second inter-
action passes the payload to the leftmost manipulator which is able to reach the goal location. d)
The leftmost manipulator then moves the payload to the final location. Reprinted with permission
from, [1].
The pre-processing cost is the same for both methods, as they are building the same combined
roadmap (Table 6.1).
The simulation time for both methods is roughly equivalent as they generate the same plan
(Table. 6.2). The IT method finds the plan significantly faster as it only queries the combined
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Build IT Place IT Manipulator Roadmap
Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s)
Manipulator Relay 41.85 0.80 0.001 0.00 84.56 1.02
Table 6.1: Pre-processing times are shown for the manipulator relay. Reprinted with permission
from, [1].
Manipulator Relay
Planning Execution
Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s)
IT 3.21 0.13 103.7 0.4
FFRob 18.57 0.36 103.8 0.46
Table 6.2: Planning and execution times are shown for the manipulator relay. Reprinted with
permission from, [1].
roadmap once and then auctions off the individual subtasks while FFRob qureies the robot-type
roadmaps for each action considered as it searches the action space.
6.1.2 Rivers
To create required cooperation between the boat and truck robots, we created an environment
in which the land is bisected by a river (Fig. 4.1c). The task is to move the payload from one
side of the river to the other. We then extended this environment for five rivers to compare how
the methods scale. Both river experiments constitute a heterogenous required cooperation payload
transport problem.
The five river experiment MRS consists of 5 boat robots and 6 truck robots with a boat robot
in each river and a truck robot in each land region. The time to construct the robot-type roadmaps
increases as the number of ITs to connect increases with the number of rivers and granularity for
IT placement (Fig. ??). The single river experiment uses a granularity of 2, and the five river
experiment uses a granularity of 4. The increase in granularity is due to an increase in the length
of the river shoreline.
The pre-processing is again the same, as they both compute the same combined roadmap. As
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Build IT Place IT Boat-Type Roadmap Truck-Type Roadmap
Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s)
Single River 0.09 0.01 0.21 0.02 0.85 0.14 2.13 0.70
Five Rivers 0.04 0.00 0.48 0.02 53.65 4.76 79.66 16.55
Table 6.3: The pre-processing time is shown for both the single river and five rivers experiments.
Reprinted with permission from, [1].
Single River Five Rivers
Planning Execution Planning Execution
Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s)
IT 1.01 0.06 52.07 3.67 29.56 2.14 159.06 13.25
FFRob 4.36 1.02 50.62 3.31 1839.55 221.11 165.39 12.51
Table 6.4: The planning and execution times are shown for both methods for both the single and
five rivers experiment. The execution time is roughly equivalent, however, the planning time is
drastically improved in the IT method, especially once the experiment is scaled to a larger MRS.
Reprinted with permission from, [1].
seen in Table 6.3, the cost increases as the number of rivers increase as the number of ITs per river
is doubled resulting in 10 times the number of ITs to connect.
The execution time is similar for both methods in either experiment, as there is a required se-
quence of interactions to complete the task (Table 6.4). The choice of which ITs to use accounts for
the variation in execution time. The improvement in planning time for the IT method is significant
for both experiments. In the single river experiment the planning time is roughly 1
4
the planning
time of FFRob. In the five river experiment this number becomes 1
60
with FFRob averaging 30
minutes to make a team plan while the IT method took 30 seconds.
This improvement is a result of not searching the action space for MRS problems. As the
number of robots increases, the action space increases at a rate of |R|2 when considering multi-
robot interactions. The combined roadmap grows linearly with the number of robot types, and
planning through the action space needs to consider at least the robot-type roadmaps to validate
movement actions.
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6.2 Optional Cooperation
We again use the boat and truck robots to build the MRS. However, instead of a river dividing
the environment, the water region is a lake that occupies a central region (Fig. 6.2). One boat robot
sits in the lake, and one truck robot starts on either side of the lake. This creates a heterogenous
optional cooperation payload transport problem and provides the planning methods the option to
choose to complete the task using only a single robot or to utilize multiple robots with an interaction
at either end of the lake.
Figure 6.2: The small lake environment allows an efficient plan to be made either using or not
using interactions as found by the planning method. Reprinted with permission from, [1].
We perform two experiments with this setup. In both cases the task can be solved with or
without the interactions. The first has a smaller lake that lies slightly offset from a direct path
between the start and goal location (Fig. 6.2). This creates a situation where utilizing a single
robot can provide the most efficient solution. The second has a much larger lake that significantly
increases the cost of a land-only solution, causing the interaction solution to be more efficient.
Constructing the robot-type roadmaps for the large lake scenario took longer with a larger
environment and increased IT placement granularity for the longer shoreline (Table 6.5).
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Build IT Place IT Boat-Type Roadmap Truck-Type Roadmap
Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s)
Small Lake 0.09 0.01 0.04 0.00 0.30 0.06 1.57 0.12
Large Lake 0.09 0.01 0.07 0.01 1.77 0.22 3.46 0.47
Table 6.5: The pre-processing time is shown for both the single river and five rivers experiments.
Reprinted with permission from, [1].
Small Lake Large Lake
Planning Execution Planning Execution
Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s) Time(s) Std Dev(s)
IT 1.02 0.37 36.78 3.53 1.56 0.09 40.26 5.45
FFRob 3.15 0.53 35.27 2.82 10.16 2.57 63.54 2.15
Table 6.6: The planning and execution times are shown for both methods for both the small and
large lake experiments. Reprinted with permission from, [1].
In the smaller lake scenario, the IT method chose to perform interactions 45.5% of the time and
FFRob chose to never perform an interaction. In the larger lake scenario, the IT method chose to
perform an interaction 91.5% of the time while FFRob again chose to never perform an interaction.
In the instances where the IT method chose not to perform an interaction, the sampled locations for
the ITs were at the far end of the lake relative the start and goal such that the path in the combined
roadmap was shorter without interacting.
The IT method utilizes interaction templates whenever they result in the shortest path across
the combined roadmap. FFRob’s heuristic stops searching the action space once it determines that
a set of actions can achieve the goal state. This reduces the amount of the state space that must
be explored to find a solution, but ignores plans that use more actions even if the summed cost
of executing those actions is lower (Table. 6.6). As either truck robot can move the object from
the start to the goal by following the same action sequence, FFRob does not consider the longer
action path that requires performing interactions despite it resulting in a more efficient plan. In our
implementation this is evaluated by time, but as the IT method considers the edge weights in the
combined roadmap, this can be any metric represented with edges (e.g. distance, energy).
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7. CONCLUSION
A method for solving motion planning tasks for MRS utilizing interactions between robots
has been described and analyzed. This method uses ITs to capture the motions for a multi-robot
interaction in a roadmap and then transforms this information into the environment. These ITs
are connected to represent possible task flow for the MRS. In MRS problems, the action space
increases at a rate of |R|2 when interactions between robots are considered. As a result, integrating
the interaction information into a combined roadmap for all robot-types leads to a faster planning
time and discovers solutions that some TMP methods miss in an effort to optimize the search
through action space. 1
Future work includes extending the framework to handle interactions involving three or more
robots, time constraints, moving frames, and auxiliary interactions which do not represent a task
flow (e.g. refueling).
1This chapter contains previously published material from [1].
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